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CHART YOUR COURSE GUIDE 2022 
Congratulations on taking the first step to creating a fuller, freer, more expanded life. 
By taking this step it means you've recognized that there's something bigger within you 
that wants to emerge. 

I know how busy you are right now, so I want to tell you that I truly appreciate you taking 
the time to invest in yourself in a way I know will set you free like never before. As a 
thank-you for listening to yourself and satisfying your desire for your dreams to come 
true, I bring to you this gift. 

This CHART YOUR COURSE GUIDE for 2022 is designed to show you that when you 
step back and see how far you’ve already come, there’s no limit to how far you can go 
in the space that lies ahead.  Trust me when I say this: As soon as you believe it’s 
possible, you will be one giant step closer to getting there. 

This is your time to dream authentically. Once you realize how much you accomplished 
and survived this year and how far you’ve come despite the setbacks you will recognize 
how incredibly capable and 
resilient you are.  Indeed, a 
person who can push through 
anything and create amazing 
things. 

When you truly see yourself 
and all that you are you will feel 
empowered and confident to 
dream and manifest your 
heart’s deepest desire, your 
boldest dream. Dare to dream 
and when you take right 
action the rest will fall into 
place.  

And what is right action? 

This is the question I’m often 
asked. I will show you how to 
do that in my REACH OUT 
AND CLAIM YOUR DREAM 
LIFE masterclass.  You are 
invited to this powerful FREE 
visioning and goal-setting 
experience to help you make 2022 your BEST 
year.     

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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Meet Your Happiness Coach, Stella Frances 
Hi! I'm Stella Frances, 

I’m honored to be your guide on this journey of claiming big dreams 
and visualizing your Best Year ever! 

I’m a Jack Canfield Success Trainer and a Mary Morrissey 
DreamBuilder Coach. As a lifelong believer that self-awareness, 
positive energy and dreaming big are the secrets to happiness, I’m 
on a mission to share these ideas with the world. 

You may know me as the author of the successful Stella Notes Self-
Coaching Series, creator of the Live Happily Secrets, or perhaps you've 

seen my presentations on ways to level up your life and unlock your 
happiness and success. 

On a side note here, as I am writing this there is something I feel compelled to share 
with you. And if we haven’t met yet, it’ll help you learn a bit about me.  I come from 
Greece and lived in Athens before embarking to London to follow my dream. My dad, a 
successful businessman and an amazing athlete was a great dreamer. He built and 
sailed boats, raced Italian cars and lived a meaningful and fulfilling life. 

To this day, his words echo in my mind…“Dream big Stella. Dare to dream as big as 
you can, for when you have a dream and you work to make it happen you will be the 
happiest among many...  

I believe this is the magic of our existence, Just as long as you remind yourself that 
Yes, YOU CAN!  When you dream it, you can sure live it!   

Fast forward, guess what I did throughout my life      …yes you guessed right! I make 
my dream come true as I help others do so as well. It really is up to you to make your 
dream your reality. And what I’ve learned is that to succeed we need guidance, support 
and motivation.  

Pretty awesome stuff, right?  So, this is an invitation and remember to take me up on 
my offer to attend my 90-min FREE masterclass where you can learn a proven system 
on how to claim your dream. -I’ve also been a computer engineer, so I find systems 
deliciously practical and very useful. 

My new masterclass s a dynamic experience and we ‘ll have a fun time together. You 
will have an opportunity to define your dream and decide on the goals to help you turn 
your greatest possibility into your reality. You will also learn effective thinking-strategies 
that will guard you from fear, doubt and worry as well as what wealthy people do that 
creates sustained success. 

Are you in? Let’s get started! 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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CHART YOUR COURSE FOR THE YEAR AHEAD! 
YOUR 2021 REVIEW & 2022 PREVIEW 

Set aside 30-45 minutes and find somewhere soothing where you can sink into yourself 
and this guide. Make this your “Me” time. Take a few moments to meditate or focus on 
your breath as you quiet the mind. For sure you earned it! Answer the questions to Step 
1) Review and identify your 2021 highlights and Step 2) Prepare and set the scene for
your 2022 goal setting.

Tip: Do your best to identify the full 5 items for each question - and answer them from 
the heart. This isn't about what looks good on paper but what you are proud of - 
however small or unimportant it might seem to others. 

Remember, the goal is to reflect on your past experiences. 

Step 1: 

2021 REVIEW & HIGHLIGHTS YOU IN 2021 
Write below your achievements and learnings in 2021 both personally and in your main 
role or occupation (whether it's your business, career, parenting or volunteering). 

1. Name Your Top 5 Achievements in 2021
Big, small, what are you MOST proud of? 

2. Name 5 Challenges You Overcame in 2021
What was hard? What did you overcome? 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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3. What Did I Learn from my Career / Main Role in Life?
For example, a skill, aha moment, lesson learned etc. 

4. What Did I Learn about Myself?
For example, strengths, weaknesses, talents, beliefs, values, hopes, fears etc. 

5. What New or Existing Relationships Did I Develop?
Who did you grow your relationship with? 

6. What Did I Create or Bring into the World in 2021?
This could be anything at all (big or small!) 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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7. How Did I Make a Difference in the World in 2021?
 Big or small, how did you help others/the world? 

8. Where Did I Have the Most Fun?
What did you enjoy most in 2021? This could be anything - at work, home, in life! 

Are you surprised to realize how much you did in just 12 months?  Amazing, isn’t it?  

If you were to write a Newspaper Headline that summarized your 2021, 
what would it say? 

[YOUR THOUGHTS & KEY TAKEAWAYS] 

Great job! Now that you reviewed 2021, let’s start thinking about 2022  (Go to step 2) 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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Step 2: 

 2022 PREVIEW & PREPARATION - YOU IN 2022 

“When you dream it, you can live it” 

 
What does the life of your dreams look like? And how do you bring such dream to life? 
Write below what you'd like to learn and achieve in 2022 both personally and in your 
main role or occupation (whether it's your business, career, parenting or volunteering). 

 

1. What Top 5 Things Do I Want to Achieve in 2022? 
Big or small, what would make YOU proud?   
 

 

 

 

 

2. Name 5 Challenges You Anticipate in the Year Ahead 
What do you expect to be hard/difficult?  

 

 

 

 

3. What Do I NEED to Learn in the Year Ahead? 
What do you NEED in order to grow this year? 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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4. What Do I WANT to Grow or Learn about Myself this Year? 
Where will you stretch and grow yourself? 
 

 

 

 

 

5. What Relationships Would I Like To Grow And Develop? 
Who inspires, supports & encourages you? 

 

 

 

 

 

6. What Would I Like to Create or Bring into the World in 2022? 
This could be anything at all (big or small!) 
 

 

 

 

 

7. How Specifically Will I Make a Difference in the World in 2022? 
Big or small, how will you help others/the world? 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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8. Where Will I Enjoy Myself & Have Fun in my Life in 2022?
How will you play at work/home/in life? 

If you were to write a Newspaper Headline that summarized your 2021, 
what would it say? 

[YOUR THOUGHTS & KEY TAKEAWAYS] 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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Step 3: 

CREATE A CLEAR VISION FUELED BY POSITIVE MINDSET 
“Where there is no vision, the people shall perish.” – Proverbs 

Solomon’s wisdom is as accurate today as it was centuries ago. The vision that you are 
holding in your mind must always be clear, larger and more magnificent than the 
conditions or circumstances in which you presently find yourself. 

The larger and clearer the vision, the bigger, better and more effective the ideas will be 
that flow into your consciousness. 

Creating your vision for your life is a 
powerful first step to setting yourself up 
for incredible success in the year 
ahead. But in order to make your vision 
a reality, action is required. 

Fortunately, I’m here to make it easy 
for you – with a FREE invitation to my 
upcoming “vision activation” 
masterclass! 

Join me February 22nd for “2022 
Visioning & Goal Setting for 
Success” a FREE 90-minute online 
masterclass in which I will help you 
clarify your ideal vision for your life 
and launch yourself toward making 
it a reality in the year ahead. 

– Create a crystal-clear vision for 
what you want the rest of the 
year to look like so you can launch 
yourself into an incredibly successful 2022! 

– Identify the “gaps” between your current life and your desired reality, so 
you can understand what you need to do to take your life from where it is now to 
where you want to be 

– Choose key goals for rest of the year and get clear on the steps you’ll have to take 
to achieve those goals 

– Discover an inspired blueprint that will make it easier for you to experience more joy 
and fulfilment in everything you do while making huge progress toward creating your 
ideal life 

Ready to make 2022 the year that everything changes for you? don’t miss out on this 
powerful opportunity! I’d Like to Register for the FREE Vision 2022 Masterclass Now  

http://www.stellafrances.com/
https://stellafrances.com/reach-out/
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BONUS:  
TAKE BOLD RIGHT ACTION TO MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE  
When you want to create a dream life that no one else ever thought possible, it all starts 
with a dream. The bigger the dream the bigger your year ahead will become, as long as 
you have a plan that shows you the right path. 

My goal is to show you that you can walk that path with the tools and strategies that 
help reshape the real world to make your dreams possible.  

I encourage you to sign up for my upcoming 6-week “Reach out & Claim Your Dream 
Life” Program,” which starts in February!  

6-weeks for a brighter 2022 - Your dreams are so much closer than you realize. 

Believe you can do it, invest in the process and show yourself just how far you’ve come, 
week after week. In fact, it’s already been broken down for you so that you have no 
option but to succeed: 

Here’s I will help you during our six weeks together… 

WEEK 1: VISION Let’s start to see what you want 
to create before 2022 is over 

WEEK 2: GOALS We need a life-changing goal 
to be your focus for the next 6 weeks 

WEEK 3: ACTION Your path to success is what 
will make 2022 the best year yet 

WEEK 4: AWARENESS Roadblocks will 
happen. It’s how you overcome them that 
counts 

WEEK 5: MINDSET A positive mind will be 
your biggest asset, no matter what your dreams 
look like 

WEEK 6: PROGRESS Double down on your progress 
and figure out how to do things ten times better! 

  Plus, you’ll get built-in accountability, motivation, and support to keep your momentum 
going strong until you reach your life-changing goal. If you’re bursting with motivation and 
ready to commit to taking big action toward your dreams, get started today.  Click here to 
get a great deal on the program right now: I look forward to guiding you on the next big 
steps of your dream building journey!  

http://www.stellafrances.com/
https://stellafrances.com/reach-out/
https://stellafrances.com/reach-out/
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Attend Week 1 for FREE  
 
 

 

STEP THREE: TAKE A STEP CLOSER TO YOUR DREAM -  
Get a clear vision of your 2022 supercharged by a positive mindset.  

Click to attend WEEK 1 of my new program for FREE 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
https://stellafrances.com/reach-out/
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“Powerful Information! Stella’s guidance has given me the insight, 
tools and strategies to build my dream and maintain my inner-

motivation. THANK YOU!" 

~ Ingrid L, NY, NY 

 

 

 

 

  

Join The Class Now 
 
 EARLY BIRD SPECIAL OFFER -> SAVE $200 

BONUS STEP:   TAKE BOLD ACTION TODAY.   
SIGN UP for the 6-week “REACH OUT & CLAIM YOUR DREAM LIFE” program and 

take advantage of the EARLY BIRD SPECIAL DISCOUNT.   SAVE $200 

http://www.stellafrances.com/
https://stellafrances.com/reach-out/
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Hello again! 

If you've made it this far, I can tell 

we are going to be friends.  You - like 

me - are always exploring how you can 

grow and be your best-self.  I'm 

inspired by people like you and would 

love to embrace you as part of the tribe.  

I’m looking forward to meeting you in my private class in 

person -or rather-virtually these days— so we can dig into 

careers & relationships over meaningful conversations.… 

 

I'd love to connect with you and hear about your 

journey.  So be sure to stay in touch.  Feel free to send 

me a quick note or say hello on Facebook and keep me 

posted.  I’m here to help! 

Here’s to leading a life of purpose and living with 

passion!  
 

  

http://www.stellafrances.com/
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Join The Class Now 
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